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Abstract: Cellular internalization of inorganic, lipidic and polymeric nanoparticles is of great
significance in the quest to develop effective formulations for the treatment of high morbidity rate
diseases. Understanding nanoparticle–cell interactions plays a key role in therapeutic interventions,
and it continues to be a topic of great interest to both chemists and biologists. The mechanistic
evaluation of cellular uptake is quite complex and is continuously being aided by the design of
nanocarriers with desired physico-chemical properties. The progress in biomedicine, including
enhancing the rate of uptake by the cells, is being made through the development of structure–property
relationships in nanoparticles. We summarize here investigations related to transport pathways
through active and passive mechanisms, and the role played by physico-chemical properties of
nanoparticles, including size, geometry or shape, core-corona structure, surface chemistry, ligand
binding and mechanical effects, in influencing intracellular delivery. It is becoming clear that
designing nanoparticles with specific surface composition, and engineered physical and mechanical
characteristics, can facilitate their internalization more efficiently into the targeted cells, as well as
enhance the rate of cellular uptake.

Keywords: intracellular delivery; nanoparticles; physico-chemical properties; cellular uptake;
active/passive transport

1. Introduction

The past two decades have witnessed the development of state-of-the-art nanotechnology, with the
emergence of its demonstrated potential in biosciences [1]. Nanoparticles (NPs) that have at least one
dimension ranging from 1 to 1000 nm, and can carry biologically active molecules, have provided an
advantageous platform in biomedical applications, including imaging and intracellular delivery of
bioactive agents [2,3]. This is generally related to the unique NP characteristics such as size, high surface
ratio, stability in physiological conditions, controlled drug delivery, and low probability of invoking
immune response [4]. In order to achieve a safe and efficient delivery of drug-loaded NPs into the cells,
detailed knowledge of their interactions with cell surfaces is essential. NP–cell interactions influence
diverse pathways in cellular uptake. Electroporation and microinjection can forcefully drive NPs into
the cells. However, use of these methods can lead to cell membrane deformation and destruction, and is
thus limited [5]. Cell membrane pores induced by electroporation, cause permanent permeability that
leads to cell death [6], and microinjection results in physical damage to cell membrane [7].
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Before NPs enter into the diseased/targeted cells, they must pass through primary barriers such
as epithelia of the skin, gastrointestinal tract (GI) or blood circulatory system. For specific cells that
require excess protection, NPs must pass through secondary barriers including the blood brain barrier
(BBB), blood spinal cord barrier (BSCB), blood testis barrier (BTB) and placenta [8,9]. There are several
pathways of cellular uptake of NPs, molecules, and ions. For example, small non-polar molecules
diffuse freely through cell membranes in the direction of concentration gradient (passive transport) [10],
and can also go through facilitated diffusion and osmosis. Amino acids and ions go through the plasma
membrane by integral membrane proteins or ion channels (active transport) [11]. Active transport
pathways include endocytosis, exocytosis and ion pumps, and channels [12]. Endocytosis is the main
method of bio-macromolecules internalization into the cells. Since NPs are similar in size to those of
bio-macromolecules, they often internalize into the cells by endocytosis pathway [13,14]. Scheme 1
shows different pathways of cellular uptake including passive and active transport.
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Scheme 1. Active and passive cell uptake of particles: (A) phagocytosis, (B) caveolin-mediated
endocytosis, (C) clathrin–caveolin-independent endocytosis, (D) clathrin-mediated endocytosis,
(E) macro-pinocytosis, (F) ion pumps, (G) exocytosis, (H) facilitated diffusion, and (I) simple diffusion.

We will first summarize various pathways of cellular uptake of different NPs including polymeric
(soft), metal and silica-based, by emphasizing their active bulk transport into the cells via different
endocytosis methods. Material composition of each NP can be representative of its mechanical
properties, which affect intracellular uptake. The cellular uptake of soft, metallic and silica NPs,
which have varied stiffness, is evaluated collectively here to determine the effect of their mechanical
properties. Soft NPs, including lipidic and polymeric, can be deformed much easier than metal and
silica NPs, and should be able to overcome a higher energy barrier, and thus a lower cell uptake.
Subsequently, several parameters that influence intracellular delivery, including size and shape of NPs,
lipid/protein corona, and surface modifications, including surface electrical charge, hydrophobicity
and conjugated ligands, are presented. The optimized physical, chemical and mechanical properties of
NPs can facilitate both cell uptake and cargo delivery into the cells. It is worth mentioning that all these
parameters influence cell–NP interactions, and NP transport into the cells. Several studies have shown
that the physiological characteristics of each cell type and the surface chemistry of NPs play a critical
role in cell–NP interaction [15]. For example, to enhance the efficiency of targeted cell uptake and drug
delivery, it is desired to design NPs with a negative surface charge, to prevent the accelerated blood
clearance (ABC). The latter isa phenomenon in which molecules and particles upon administration
can be rapidly cleared from the blood, by the kidney and liver [16,17]. In contrast, a positive surface
charge of NPs increases cell affinity and uptake in diseased tissues, by the enhanced permeability and
retention (EPR) effect. To increase intracellular drug release, stimuli-responsive nanocarriers are widely
used to efficiently deliver therapeutics in response to the biological stimuli, such as reactive oxygen
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species (ROS), pH, temperature, etc. Stimuli-responsive NPs can be designed by ligand binding or
modifying surface chemistry of NPs [18]. In this review, we take a convergent approach to obtain a
detailed understanding of a key tenet of effective therapeutic interventions, in a single venue. We begin
with a brief synopsis of the intracellular transport pathways, and subsequently bring into focus the role
played by the physicochemical properties, including size, shape, surface chemistry, ligand binding,
and mechanical attributes of a variety of nanoparticles, on their intracellular fate.

2. Intracellular Transport of NPs

2.1. Active Transport

2.1.1. Endocytosis

Endocytosis is an energy-dependent pathway in which cell membrane deformation and its
wrapping around the introduced particle takes place (Scheme 1). The chemical composition of NPs
as well as the functionalities on the cell surface both play crucial roles in cellular uptake of NPs.
Specifically, size, shape, surface electrical charge and hydrophobicity of the NPs and cell are key factors
in NP–cell interactions and further endocytosis of nanocarriers [19].

Size of the NPs is the parameter that classifies endocytosis pathways into two subgroups: micro-
and nanoscale. Microscale endocytosis includes phagocytosis and macro-pinocytosis, which are
responsible for engulfing NPs larger than 500 nm. Nanoscale endocytic pathways, such as
clathrin-mediated, caveolin-dependent and clathrin/caveolin-independent endocytosis, are desired for
smaller particles [20].

Phagocytosis. Phagocytosis occurs by professional and non-professional phagocytes, which are
distinguished from each other by the lack or presence of efficient receptors [21]. Generally, this process
happens by deformation of cell membrane and engulfing the particle, leading to phagosome formation.
Scheme 2 presents different mechanisms of NP phagocytosis. In mammals, it is primarily carried
out by professional cells such as macrophages, monocytes, and neutrophils and through receptors
including immunoglobulin (fragment-crystallizable region receptor, Fcγ), and complement C3bi (CR3)
receptors (Scheme 2A, integrin αMβ2, Mac1) [22].
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Scheme 2. Different mechanisms of nanoparticle (NP) phagocytosis: (A) CR3-mediated phagocytosis
occurs by sinking NPs through CR3-receptors; (B) zipper mode phagocytosis via Fcγ-receptors including
cell progression; (C) trigger mode phagocytosis with no receptors takes place through stimulating
ruffles around particles.

In Fcγ-mediated phagocytosis, also known as “zipper-mode”, particles bound to immunoglobulin
G (IgG) attach to cell membrane by Fcγ (Scheme 2B). This process stimulates actin polymerization
and membrane extension over the introduced particle, leading to more ligand–receptor interactions
and further engulfment of particles. Actin polymerization continues until complete zipping of the
particle by membrane, and phagosomes formation [23]. Phagocytosis mediated by CR3, consisting of
α and β-integrin chains, differs from zipper-mode. In CR3-mediated phagocytosis, phagosome walls
are less adherent to the particle than in zipper mode, therefore, particles sink into the cell. There is
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another type of phagocytosis called “trigger mode” (Scheme 2C) that occurs through stimulating ruffles,
similar to macro-pinocytosis [23,24].

Macro-Pinocytosis. The fluid phase internalization, which is called macro-pinocytosis and occurs
on membrane ruffles, is one of the actin- and Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate (Rac)1-dependent
endocytosis [25]. In most cells, membrane ruffling is induced when the ruffles are folded back onto
themselves, maintaining the particles trapped between their sites, and then large vesicles called
macro-pinosomes are formed of sizes up to 5 µm [26] (Scheme 1E). Despite the other pinocytosis
pathways, membranes of macro-pinosomes lack specific proteins such as caveolin and clathrin [27].

Clathrin-Mediated Endocytosis. Most pinocytic pathways, including clathrin-mediated
endocytosis, proceed via ligan–receptor interactions. The ligand–receptor complex gets entrapped
inside the vesicles coated by cytosolic proteins (mainly clathrin). Clathrin is made up of three heavy
chains bound tightly to the backbone. Under certain circumstances and with assistance from the
assembly proteins (APs), the clathrins form a cage around the vesicles. Dynamin formation around
vesicle neck helps them pinch off from the membrane [28]. At first, clathrin-mediated endocytosis
(Scheme 1D) was recognized by its important role in internalization of some essential nutrients, including
cholesterol, carried by lipoproteins, and iron by transferrin [29]. For some NPs, clathrin-mediated
endocytosis is the most prevalent type of cell uptake. However, internalization pathways depend on
cell type and NP modifications. For example, polyethylene glycol (PEG)-poly lactide (PLA), chitosan,
silica-based and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) NPs undergo clathrin-mediated endocytosis as
their prominent pathway [30].

Caveolin-Mediated Endocytosis. Caveolae are typically 50 to 80 nm invaginations on cell
membrane, rich in glyco-sphingolipids (GSLs), cholesterol, and lipid-anchored membrane proteins,
mainly caveolin-1 subgroup. Caveolins, a subgroup of integral membrane proteins bind to cholesterol,
and lead to caveolae formation [31,32]. However, the exact pathway is still not known, and investigations
on polyomavirus simian virus (SV) 40 internalization show that after cell adhesion, which triggers
membrane-fission reactions, caveolae pinches off from the membrane, and is released into cytoplasm [33].
One of the proteins participating in caveolin-mediated endocytosis, cavin, co-assembles with caveolin.
It is responsible for membrane curvature, and then dynamin helps the vesicle to pinch off from
the membrane [34]. One of the advantages of caveolin-mediated endocytosis is its ability to escape
from converting to lysosomes and prevent the lysosomal degradation. When caveolae engulfs SV40,
it ends up in caveosomes, but it does not fuse with lysosomes, and thus escapes from lysosomal
degradation. However, in some cases ligands engulfed by caveolae can also be targeted to the late
endosomes/lysosomes [35].

Clathrin–Caveolin-Independent Endocytosis. Clathrin–caveolin independent pathways can be
divided into two subclasses, dynamin-dependent and dynamin-independent pathways. Dynamin-
dependent pathway requires small guanosine triphosphatase Ras homolog A (GTPase RhoA) to uptake
the molecules and NPs. It is responsible for internalization of β-chain of the interleukin-2 (IL-2R-β),
G-cytokine and IgE receptors. This pathway could be prevented by RhoA inhibitors, due to the
remarkable role of RhoA in regulating actin cytoskeleton dynamics, and recruiting actins to trigger the
endocytosis [36]. It appears that dynamin-independent pathways are influenced by small GTPase,
either by the cell division control protein (CDC) 40 or ADP rebosylation factor (ARF) 6. While vesicles
of clathrin-mediated endocytosis are small and spherical, vesicles of CDC42 endocytosis are long,
wide and responsible for the fluid-phase internalization in various cell types. The direct role of ARF6
in endocytosis pathway is unknown. The mechanisms of other types of dynamin-dependent and
dynamin-independent pathways are not still investigated [37].

On the other hand, there are endocytic pathways other than clathrin and caveolae-dependent,
which occur through cholesterol and sphingolipids rich membrane domains of cells. It has been shown
that both caveolae and glycolipid rafts are dynamin-dependent and sensitive to cholesterol depletion.
Glycolipid rafts can internalize ligands without caveolin-1, which is a key factor in the flasked-shape
morphology of caveolae on membrane surface [38].
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2.1.2. Exocytosis

Exocytosis occurs in all types of cells either to export substances from cell cytosol to extracellular
space, or to add new components to the cell membrane (Scheme 1G). “Constitutive” and “Regulated”
exocytosis are two main pathways for exocytosis and, in both, molecular motors carry the vesicles
to export them to the cell membrane. Constitutive exocytosis occurs when the vesicles reach the cell
membrane and the fusion is not controlled by a known mechanism. On the other hand, in regulated
exocytosis, vesicles accumulate near the membrane until a signal reaching the cell membrane causes
the cytosolic messenger substance to appear and start the conformation in the cell membrane for the
exocytosis [39]. After internalization, NPs can be trapped in lysosomes and later go through exocytosis.
There are some factors that influence NP exocytosis including cell type, NP physico-chemical properties,
NP concentration and cellular incubation time, distribution of NPs into organelles, accelerators and
inhibitors of exocytosis process [40].

2.1.3. Ion Pumps

The continuous flow of ions into and out of cells is necessary for cell survival and function, and ion
pumps maintain the gradients across the cell (Scheme 1F). Selective transportation of ions such as
sodium, potassium, calcium, hydrogen and a few others can occur through ion pumps [12]. Pumps use
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) or light to drive the ions against their electrochemical gradient. P-type
ATPases and the ATP-binding cassette pumps, two types of ATP dependent pumps, bind to ATP and
transport the bound ion across the membrane [41].

The most investigated are sodium–potassium (Na+–K+) pumps, which drive the Na+ ions outside
and K+ ions into the cell and are responsible for keeping the concentration gradient of ions and
negative potential of cells interior constant. The concentration of calcium ions in most cells is very low
compared to extracellular fluid and calcium pumps hold this concentration gradient constant. One of
the two types of calcium pumps is presented on the cell membrane and pumps calcium ions outside
the cell. The second type pumps the calcium ion inside the cells or more vesicular organelles (such as
mitochondria and muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum) [42].

2.2. Passive Transport of NPs

Passive transport or diffusion is an uncompetitive movement of molecules and NPs, either directly
through membrane phospholipids or in combination with membrane proteins. Since diffusion is down
the concentration gradient, it needs no energy. Passive uptake is divided into simple and facilitated
diffusion (Scheme 1). In simple diffusion, the molecules or NPs enter the cell by passing through
intramolecular spaces in membrane or protein channels. Lipophilic agents directly pass through lipid
bilayer, but hydrophilic ones internalize by protein channels. In both pathways, the internalization rate
is proportional to the concentration of diffusing substance [43]. The second passive pathway, facilitated
diffusion, requires certain protein carriers. In the facilitated pathway, the rate of internalization is at
maximum when the concentration of diffusing substance increases [42].

3. Role of Physico-Chemical Properties of NPs in Cell Uptake

There are several nanoparticle parameters that influence their uptake into the cells [44–51], and some
recent studies exemplifying these are shown in Table 1. A brief overview of NP physicochemical properties
and their impact on internalization is described below.
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Table 1. Recent studies highlighting the influence of NP physicochemical properties on cellular uptake.

Physicochemical
Property Parameter Nanoparticles Cell Type Uptake Mechanism Important Features Reference

Size 5–100 nm Ag B16 Clathrin-mediated
endocytosis

Higher uptake of larger
NPs; smaller cross plasma

membrane faster
[45]

Shape Nanospheres and
nanostars siRNA-conjugated-Au U87 Glioblastoma Endocytosis

Larger spheres (50 nm) and
stars (40 nm) show higher

uptake
[46]

Corona Hard (HC) and soft
(SC) corona proteins

Hard and soft corona
modified silica and

polystyrene

THP-1 and human
brain endothelial Endocytosis

Interactions of proteins on
NP surface influence cell

association
[47]

Surface charge Positive, negative and
neutral PEG-b-PLA Caco-2 and small

intestinal epithelial

Clathrin and
caveolin-mediated

endocytosis

Positive charge improves
uptake, transport, and

distribution
[48]

Hydrophobicity Nanogels

Amphiphilic
polymeric system

with varied
hydrophibicity

Monocytic-like THP
cells Passive transport

Polymeric network
hydrophobicity impacts

protein binding and uptake
[49]

Ligand binding Multivalent quantum
dots 15–20 nm

Galactose-functionalized
quantum dots HepG2

Caveolae- and
clathrin-mediated

endocytosis

Galactose multivalency, a
key factor in uptake

mechanism
[50]

Mechanical properties Polymer stiffness

Ganglioside
(GM3)-functionalized

lipid-wrapped
PLGA-PLA

CD169- expressing
macrophages

Actin-dependent
phagocytosis

Core stiffness influences
NP uptake and localization [51]
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3.1. Size

The primary factor in designing NPs passing through the cell membrane is their size (Table 1),
which can range up to hundreds of nanometers [5]. NPs enter the cell via passive or active pathways, but
their size can influence the internalization mechanisms, cargo delivery and immune response [44,45].
For example, in all receptor-mediated endocytosis pathways, the key factor for initiation of membrane
wrapping is activation of receptors on the targeted cells by specific ligands on the surface of the NPs.
Increasing ligand density on the nanoparticle surfaces requires a larger size and higher aspect ratio,
which is the ratio of characteristic length to diameter of NPs. If the size of spherical NPs is smaller
than 30 nm, they are not able to drive the engulfment process. On the other hand, those above 60 nm
can cause steric hindrance and receptor saturation. Most in vitro studies have indicated that the size
range from 10 to 60 nm, regardless of the NP composition and surface charge, is the most optimum
diameter for their cellular uptake [52].

As an example of the effect of size, cellular uptake of latex particles in the range of 50 to 500 nm
was investigated in non-phagocytic cells. Fluorescently labelled microspheres were incubated with
mouse melanoma B16 cells. In the processes that inhibited clathrin-mediated endocytosis, either by
inducing potassium deficiency in cells or pre-treating with chlorpromazine, it was noted that the NPs
smaller than 200 nm entered cells preferentially by clathrin-mediated endocytosis, while the larger ones
by the caveolae-mediated pathway [53]. Similarly, uptake of spherical polyethylene glycol-modified
TiO2 (TiO2-PEG) NPs into NCI-H292 cells was also found to be size dependent. After incubating cells
in hyperosmotic sucrose to prevent clathrin-mediated endocytosis, it was noted that the uptake of 100
and 200 nm (in contrast to 300 nm) NPs decreased [54].

Due to the growing interest in gold nanoparticles (GNPs) for biomedical applications including
intracellular imaging, photo-thermal therapy and drug delivery, their functionalization and interactions
with cells have been widely investigated. As shown in Figure 1, the cellular uptake of GNPs was
found to be size dependent, as the 20-nm-sized GNPs had lower cellular uptake, compared to 50 nm,
in both MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 tumor cell lines. This was due to the fact that smaller GNPs have
less surface area to interact with the cell membrane receptors, and, as a result, cells provide lower
energy for engulfing NPs [55]. Several studies have now reported that 50 nm is the optimum size for
cell internalization [56].

The intracellular uptake of 14, 50 and 74-nm GNPs by HeLa cells also showed maximum cellular
uptake of 50-nm-sized NPs. The pathway used for internationalization is not fully understood, but it
was suggested that it could possibly be endocytosis [57]. In another report, it was noted that the cell
uptake of single GNPs in the size range of 4 to 17 nm increased due to their higher passive transport [58].
It has been suggested that the cellular uptake of functionalized GNPs changes inversely with the
particle size, and smaller GNPs show higher levels of internalization than the larger ones. The disparity
in results of these studies might be due to the variation in ligands and preparation methods for the
functionalized GNPs [56,59,60].

Since red blood cells (RBCs) lack endocytic system, these are ideal candidates to study passive
internalization of NPs [61,62]. To illustrate the size effects on passive transport, an analysis of RBCs
was performed, using polystyrene (PS) NPs containing different surface ligands and charges. It was
found that only their size influenced the efficiency of uptake by RBC. However, the overall cell uptake
of NPs was too low (around one particle per cell) [63].

It should also be noted that the size of NPs changes as they are passing through the biological
environment. Therefore, to study the nanoparticle size effect on cellular uptake, the sizes of both the
original and altered sizes after NPs exposure to the biological medium should be considered [64].
For instance, protein corona, which will be discussed later in this review, is one of the key factors that
changes the NP size after exposure [65].
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Figure 1. Uptake of gold nanoparticles (GNPs). Hyperspectral image of cell uptake of (a) 20-nm-
and (c) 50-nm-sized GNPs; (b,d) GNPs clusters mapped using reflectance spectra of GNPs; (e) GNP
internalization per cell for 20- and 50-nm-sized GNPs in two different cell lines. (f,g) The reflectance
spectra of the 20- and 50-nm-sized GNPs in the monolayers (a,c). Reprinted with permission from [55].
Copyright 2016 Springer Nature.

3.2. Shape

Nanoparticles come in various shapes/geometries including spherical, rod-like, discoid, clubbed
and nano-needle, and it is becoming clear that the NP morphology has a crucial role in their circulation,
bio-distribution, targeted delivery and cellular uptake [46,66,67]. NPs with higher aspect ratio show
greater affinity to enter the cells by either active or passive transports. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with
cylindrical geometry and high aspect ratio could easily penetrate through the cell membrane [5], and it
has been shown that the rod-shaped NPs have more accessible binding sites [68]. It suggests that
nanoparticle–cell interactions in these NPs occur more efficiently and bring extensive uptake compared
to spherical NPs with the similar size [69].

The effect of the shape of mesoporous silica nanoparticles on cell uptake by human melanoma
cells (A375) was studied by Huang et al. As shown in Figure 2A,B, spherical NPs with the mean size of
100 nm (NS100) showed less fluorescent intensity, compared to short and long rod-shaped NPs with
the size of 240 (NSR240) and 450 (NLR450) nm, respectively. In addition, the number of 450-nm-sized
NPs internalized into the A375 cells was much higher than those of 100 and 240 nm. Rod-shaped
NPs internalized more efficiently into the cells, due to their higher aspect ratios and contact surfaces
to adhere to the cell membranes [70]. However, the time needed for wrapping is also a factor that
influences the rate of internalization. Since the wrapping time for elongated NPs is longer than for
spherical ones, their uptake rate can be less than nanospheres [71]. It has been shown that discoid
NPs have higher internalization into Hela cells than rod-shaped NPs with the similar aspect ratio [69].
In another study, the comparison between the cell uptake of spherical and cylindrical NPs, prepared
by self-assembly of polyacrylic acid (PAA) and PS diblock copolymer, had a lower internalization rate
of spherical NPs [72,73].
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3.3. Corona

When a nanoparticle comes in contact with the biological fluid, it experiences changes in its
nature, surface structure and interactions with the cells. Biomolecules in biological fluids can be
adsorbed on the surface of NPs and form a layer (corona) around them [74]. The cellular uptake of
NPs, which are in contact with particular cells, can be different in the presence and lack of corona of a
specific composition [75,76]. It has been demonstrated that the internalization rate of silica NPs in
the serum-free biological conditions is higher than the rate of their uptake in the presence of serum
(Figure 3). The proteins adsorbed on the surface of NPs after incubation with cells were mainly
cytoskeleton and membrane proteins. This is indicative of the tendency of the nanoparticle to reduce
its surface energy by binding to the proteins, and developing strong cell–NP interaction [77].
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As shown in Scheme 3, two types of corona have been defined based on their structure: “hard”
which can be formed when the biomolecules are irreversibly and directly bound to the NP surface,
whereas “soft corona” consists of biomolecules that are reversibly bound to the hard corona or NP
surface [47,78,79]. The lifetime of the hard corona has been shown to be several hours and it can define
the NP surface properties. Since the biomolecules compete for the limited surface on NPs, at first NPs
will be covered by more abundant small molecules, and subsequently replaced by the larger and high
affinity molecules over time, to form the hard corona [80,81].
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Scheme 3. Protein corona formation on the surface of NPs: (A) adsorption of smaller proteins to NP
surface by rapid diffusion, (B) replacement of small proteins by larger ones, reconfiguration of proteins
and final hard and soft corona formation (C).

Lipoproteins are formed when lipids bind to the apo-lipoproteins to facilitate their transportation.
NPs can bind to the lipoproteins as a corona structure [82]. Recent investigations have shown that the
NPs not only bind to the apo-lipoproteins but also interact with the lipoprotein [83].

One of the major challenges for targeted delivery of NPs is their cellular uptake by phagocytes [84].
In a biological environment, NPs can be surrounded by various types of biomolecules including
proteins of the extracellular matrix, serum albumin, apo-lipoproteins, complement components
and immunoglobulins which will form the corona. The receptors expressed on the phagocytic cell
membranes attach to the proteins on the surface of NPs and internalize them [84,85]. Even if the
phagocytes do not uptake NPs, the corona layer covers the ligands, and the NPs are not recognized by
the targeted cells, and lose their specificity [86]. One of the most common and efficient solutions for
this problem is coating NPs with a barrier-like layer composed of polyethylene glycol (PEG), called
PEGylation. PEG chains on the surface of NPs create steric hindrance, which inhibits the protein
adsorption and decreases recognition by macrophages [87].

One of main goals in targeted delivery is to internalize NPs into specific cells by an endocytosis
pathway such as clathrin, caveolin, etc. Studies on targeted drug delivery have shown that NPs lose
their specificity when coated with corona. Corona not only changes the surface composition and
structure of NPs, which directly influences the cell–NP interactions, but also affects the geometry and
size of NPs, which play a crucial role in cellular uptake [88].

3.4. Surface Chemistry

3.4.1. Surface Electrical Charge

Surface charge of the NPs can be tuned by conjugating functional groups [48]. Since the electrical
charge of the cell membrane is negative, the positively charged NPs are easily attracted to the cellular
membrane, and internalized mostly by endocytosis pathways [89]. Negatively charged NPs are
expected to be uptaken much less than neutral ones, but several reports have shown the inverse
results [13]. For example, a study of carboxy methyl substituted dextran-coated NPs with a surface
charge between −50 and +5 mV and incubated with Caco-2 human colon cancer cells, suggesting
internalization, despite higher negative charge. Using inhibitor assays, non-specific internalization
pathways for most negatively charged NPs were observed [90].

In summary, NPs adsorb proteins on their surfaces in biological medium, which later determine
their fate in the cellular microenvironment [91]. Density and type of adsorbed proteins are influenced
by the surface charge and the type of functional groups on NPs. Using PS NPs modified with either
basic or acidic functional groups, it has been shown that cationic NPs bind to the plasma proteins,
which have isoelectric points (pI) < 5; whereas anionic NPs bind to the proteins with pI > 5. It was
also suggested that the adsorption of the protein species on the surface of NPs depended on the
surface charge density. For instance, both IgG and albumin prefer binding to the NPs with strongly
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basic (NH2) or weakly acidic (COOH) groups [92]. Due to the effect of IgG among other proteins on
particle removal from the blood, its adhesion to the surface of NPs influences the in vivo cellular fate
of NPs [93].

3.4.2. Hydrophobicity and Hydrophilicity

Hydrophobicity of NPs has a remarkable effect on NP–cell interactions. Several studies have
suggested that surface hydrophobicity of NPs affects not only their cell uptake, but also their
opsonization and bio-distribution [49,65,94]. Core-shell NPs with hydrophobic PLGA surface
had enhanced cell uptake, and this composition also supported bio-distribution of NPs in the
eye tissues [95]. Silver (Ag) NPs functionalized with hydrophobic copolymers of di (ethylene glycol)
methyl ether methacrylate and oligo (ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (OEGMA) have been
prepared, and the NPs with various copolymer ratios showed different behavior related to surface
hydrophobicity. In the presence of serum proteins, hydrophobicity of NPs increased and, subsequently,
their cellular uptake and cytotoxicity increased. However, cellular internalization was less dependent
on hydrophobicity in serum-free medium, suggesting the critical role of corona formation on the
cell response [94].

Corona formation plays a crucial role in NP–cell interactions and cell uptake, since it changes
the nature and chemistry of NPs surface. For instance, methoxy-PEG modified with a thiol group
(mPEG-SH) is known to be a very beneficial surface modification for NPs due to its resistance to
protein adsorption and low toxicity. However, it has been shown that mPEG-SH layer on the surface of
NPs can be substituted with cysteine molecules of proteins, and then NPs removed by macrophages.
This problem can be resolved by adding a hydrophobic shield between the NP surface and PEG
layer [96]. The synergic effects of NP hydrophobicity and corona formation on cell uptake have been
demonstrated by designing zwitterionic NPs with tunable hydrophobicity. Cellular uptake of these
NPs improved by increasing their surface hydrophobicity in serum-containing and serum-free media.
This suggests that the NP hydrophobicity influenced cell uptake indirectly by affecting the corona
formation process [97].

Hydrophobic and hydrophilic NPs interact with cells through different mechanisms. Molecular
dynamic (MD) simulations have suggested that hydrophobic NPs enter the lipophilic core of cell
membranes, while semi-hydrophilic NPs can be adsorbed on the surface of the membrane bilayer.
These results indirectly demonstrate that endocytosis is the main mechanism for cellular uptake of
semi-hydrophilic NPs [98]. In another study of similar nature, hydrophobic NPs were shown to enter
cells by directly penetrating into the cell membrane. However, hydrophilic NPs were adsorbed on the
bilayer surface, and passed through the cell via membrane wrapping [99].

3.4.3. Ligand Binding

Recently, a study compared the cellular internalization of NPs with different core materials (Pt, Pd
and Au) and surface ligands, and it showed that both ligands and core materials affect the surface
hydrophobicity of NPs and cell uptake. It was observed that Pd and Au NPs, which were more
hydrophobic than Pt, displayed higher cell uptake. It was 10 to 15 times lower for the Pt NPs than
Au and Pd NPs, but these still entered the cells in a very small amount via non-specific phagocytosis
and pinocytosis [100]. Modifying NPs with ligands has been used widely for various goals, including
increasing circulation time and cell uptake [65], target delivery and reducing cytotoxicity [50,101].

One of the obstacles for the NP to reach the targeted site is its clearance by immune system.
Accelerated blood clearance (ABC) of NPs is a natural function of kidney, liver and immune system,
and it removes the excess amounts of drugs and drug-loaded NPs from the blood. In order to increase
the circulation time and therapeutic efficacy, NPs are functionalized with certain ligands or biological
molecules. Ligands bonded chemically or physically to the surface of NPs inhibit biological proteins to
adhere to their surfaces and prevent the immune system and liver from clearance and opsonization of
NPs. This can be achieved by utilizing NPs containing specific peptides [102], membranes derived from
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blood cells [103], and also by the addition of serum proteins to drugs [104]. For instance, the membrane
protein CD47 is one of the proteins that aids phagocytes to distinguish the “self ” cells from foreign
particles and cells, and it has been shown that NPs functionalized with these peptides show decreased
macrophage-mediated clearance and enhanced drug delivery to tumors [102].

Coating NPs with membranes of specific cells aids them in avoiding clearance by immune system.
Nanoporous silicon-based particles coated with membranes derived from leukocytes (white blood
cells of the immune system) reduced and delayed NP uptake by mononuclear phagocyte system, by
avoiding opsonization. Furthermore, non-coated NPs were bound to normal and inflamed endothelial
cells in the same amounts, and coated NPs to inflamed endothelial cells two times more than healthy
cells, which seems to be related to lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA1) present on the
leukocyte membranes [103]. Another method of NP modification for enhanced targeting and extended
circulation time is the addition of serum proteins, such as albumin. Using albumin as a ligand for
paclitaxel NPs, it has been shown to transport NPs across endothelial cells and results in accumulation
of NPs in tumor sites. The albumin binds 60-kDa glycoprotein (gp60) receptor (albondin) on endothelial
cells, which is followed by caveolin-1 recruitment, appearance of membrane invagination around
paclitaxel NPs, and NP internalization. Evidence shows that tumor uptake of albumin is much higher
than healthy tissue, and this might be due to the secretion of SPARC (secreted protein, acidic and rich
in cysteine), an albumin-binding protein in tumors [104].

In a bid to examine the role of ligand mobility, cellular uptake of PLA-PEG nanoparticles bound
to angiotensin-II was investigated using rat mesangial cells. It was found that a lower ligand density
(20%) allowed more ligand mobility and enhanced binding to specific receptors, increasing it to 80%,
and decreased cellular uptake, which may be associated with lower free movement of NPs [105].

While the main goal of NP surface modification with ligands is to enhance drug delivery efficacy,
some reports have studied the effect of ligand distribution on cellular uptake. Using the statistical
dynamics model of endocytosis, it has been shown that when the receptor density is sufficient,
the uniform distribution of ligands on NP surface has the maximum cellular uptake. The uniform
distribution of ligands has also been observed on viral capsule, but it has not yet been proven if this
characteristic guarantees virus internalization into the host cell [106]. NPs also show higher uptake and
membrane wrapping speed when they have homogeneous ligand distribution. This could be explained
with the low activation energy needed to wrap the homogenous NPs. The ligand free patches slow
down the uptake process, and if the patches are bigger than 20% of the surface, the cellular uptake will
be inhibited [107].

3.5. Mechanical Properties

Quantifying the effect of NP elasticity on cellular uptake is challenging because of experimental
difficulties in measuring the micro- and nano-scale mechanical properties of NPs [51,108]. One of the
problems in the study of the elasticity effects on the NP endocytosis is the fact that many physiochemical
properties of NPs are strongly related to each other. This issue makes it hard to synthesize NPs with
an exclusive parameter [109]. The elasticity of NPs can affect their bio-distribution, targeted delivery
and cellular uptake in a physiological environment. The theoretical models on cellular uptake of NPs
have helped predict that their wrapping by plasma membrane is energetically less desired for “soft”
NPs than “stiff” ones. These models demonstrate that stiff NPs have higher rates of cellular uptake
because of their easier membrane penetration and larger surface area to interact with the cell plasma
membrane. “Stiffness” can be measured by a physical parameter, “Young’s modulus”, which defines the
correlation between tensile stress and strain for a given material [108,110,111].

To measure the stiffness and topology of NPs, atomic force microscopy (AFM) can be
employed [112]. It enables one to determine the quantitative and qualitative analysis of different
properties of NPs such as morphology, size, surface roughness and composition. It also provides details
about different geometries of NPs, and their physical properties such as magnetic behavior. AFM has
been shown to be efficient for the study of soft and hard materials, regardless of their conductivity
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and opaqueness. Topography of NP surfaces forms different peaks with various color gradients or
grayscale. Therefore, a multicolor topology image of sample surface helps to identify and measure the
mechanical parameters of NPs [113].

In a recent study, nano-liposomes (NLPs) containing alginate were prepared, in which
concentrations of calcium alginate to control the cross-linking efficiency of NLPs were varied.
Controlling the cross-linking efficiency allowed preparation of NLPs with different Young’s moduli.
Alginate filled liposomes without crosslinking led to soft NLPs with Young’s modulus of ~1.6 MPa,
whereas augmentation of cross-linking resulted in stiff NLPs with Young’s moduli up to 19 MPa. When
these NLPs were exposed to the neoplastic and non-neoplastic cells (e.g., human mammary epithelial
MCF10A), all cells engulfed the soft NLPs remarkably higher than the stiffer ones, due to the soft
NPs being more fused into the cells along with their endocytosis internalization [112]. To measure
the mechanical properties of polymeric nano-capsules using AFM, drug-filled silica nano-capsules
were synthesized from two different silica precursors (tri-ethoxy vinyl silane (TEVS) and tetra-ethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS)) (Figure 4). Based on AFM, TEVS nano-capsules exhibited lower stiffness than
TEOS nano-capsules at different reaction times of 30, 40 and 50 h. TEVS nano-capsules prepared in
a reaction time of 50 h displayed shell thickness of 24 nm and stiffness of 16.6 MPa. The stiffness of
TEOS nano-capsules increased from 696 to 810.4 MPa as the shell thickness was raised from 12.5 to
24.8 nm, when the reaction time was prolonged from 30 to 50 h. Furthermore, by considering the
nano-capsule as a uniform material, the Young’s moduli of the two structurally different nano-capsules
were calculated to be 704 kPa and 9.7 GPa, using the “Hertzian contact model”. This study showed that
cell uptake of stiff NPs (TEOS) was higher than soft NPs (TEVS) in both macrophages and tumor cells,
due to the higher shape deformation of soft NPs [114].
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Figure 4. Nanocapsular stiffness effects: (a) cellular uptake by RAW264.7 murine macrophages of
surface-modified NPs; (b) fluorescence micrographs showing the cellular uptake of FA-PEG-modified
NPs by CytD-treated SKOV3 cells. (** Indicates statistical significance, p < 0.01). Reprinted with
permission from [114]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

In another investigation, AFM was used for measuring the Young modulus of NPs prepared by
self-assembly of block copolymers, poly(1-O-methacryloyl-β-D-fructopyranose:1-O-MAFru) as the
hydrophilic block, and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) with high glass transition temperature (Tg),
or poly (n-butyl acrylate: PBA), with a Tg below the room temperature, as the hydrophobic block.
Calculation of the average modulus indicated that rod-like NPs prepared by poly(1-O-MAFru)-b-PMMA
(Young’s modulus = 2500 MPa, ranging from 0.5 to 5 GPa) were stiffer than those prepared using
poly(1-O-MAFru)-b-PBA (Young’s modulus = 350 MPa, ranging from 0.15 to 1.2 GPa). These values are
comparable to the physical properties of the living nanoscopic organisms, namely viruses. Spherical
viruses show Young’s moduli ranging from 100 to 2000 MPa based on their sizes. In addition, it was found
that the stiffness of the virus varies with its maturation, and it influences its cellular internalization [115].
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NP elasticity also affects their interactions with the immune cells. Polyethylene glycol diacrylate
(PEGDA) NPs of the same size but different elastic moduli, around 10 kPa (soft NPs) and 3 MPa
(stiff NPs), have been synthesized using a water-in-oil nano-emulsification method. In this study,
the volume fraction of PEGDA was representative of NP elasticity. Differences between elastic moduli
of soft and stiff NPs showed shorter blood circulation times for stiffer NPs due to their ABC performed
by phagocytosis immune cells [116].

In addition to the above-mentioned methods, computational modelling has also been employed
to simulate the penetration process of NPs with varied elasticity into the cells, using dissipative particle
dynamics (DPD) technique. DPD is a mesoscopic simulation method that describes clusters of molecules
moving together in a “Lagrangian fashion”, subject to soft quadratic programming. For instance, analysis
by DPD simulation showed that the translocation abilities of hydrophilic NPs can be enhanced by
increasing the NP stiffness, while the penetrability of hydrophobic NPs decreases in higher values of
stiffness. It is due to the more efficient shape deformation of soft NPs than the rotation of stiff NPs
during penetration across the cell membrane [117].

Through an analysis of some of the published reports on the effects of the mechanical properties
of NPs on cellular uptake, it is noted that stiffer NPs internalize into living cells more efficiently than
the softer ones. In contrast, there are several other studies that have reported exactly the opposite.
As the nanomedicine continues to expand, more research dedicated to understanding the NP elasticity
should be carried out, and hopefully these will improve our understanding of the NP–cell interactions.

4. Conclusions and Future Outlook

Physico-chemical properties of soft and metal nanoparticles play a vital role in disease diagnosis,
treatment, and management. Considering there are numerous pathways for NP internalization into
living cells, including active and passive transports, the influence of the changes in the properties of
NPs, can help us understand cell–NP interactions, as well as the mechanism of their cellular uptake.
Systematic and in-detail studies of these complex interactions are challenging, due to instability of
NPs in biological environments. NPs are internalized into cells through both active and passive
pathways, and covalent binding of ligands to modify particle surfaces has been shown to facilitate
their active transport. Hydrophobic NPs go through the cells via simple diffusion. Positively charged
NPs have more affinity to the cell surface, however, they undergo higher accelerated blood clearance
than negatively charged NPs, which may be related to corona formation by oppositely charged serum
proteins and lipids. Rod-like nanocarriers penetrate into the cells much easier than spherical NPs,
due to their higher aspect ratio and surface area to bind to the proteins of cell membrane. Since F-actin
is a structural protein of cells and senses the mechanical effects of the cell surface, stiffer NPs are
internalized at a higher rate into the cell by F-actin performance, which poses a lower energy barrier.
There are numerous factors such as NP aggregation/agglomeration, concentrations, cell type, pH,
temperature, presence of ROS and varied mechanisms of cellular uptake. Through investigations of
these, we are continuing to learn the important steps in delivering the therapeutic cargo. Much more
still needs to be done to gain a detailed understanding of these important parameters. The exact
mechanism of intracellular delivery of specific NPs with pre-determined physico-chemical properties
is not fully understood. However, with the progress that has been made in the field of cellular
internalization of NPs, we believe that a more detailed understanding of cell–NP interactions will be
forthcoming in the near future. The latter will be crucial in recognizing structure–property relationships
for the internalization pathways of inorganic, lipidic and polymeric NPs, into the living cells. In a
similar vein, many factors such as cell type, NP administration methods, presence of physiological
stimulus, including tissue acidity, temperature, free radicals or oxidants, enzymes, can significantly
influence intracellular delivery of NPs. These factors need to be investigated to increase the cellular
uptake rates of NPs for enhancing drug delivery.
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